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Instructions to C andidate s :

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions

carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary. Any
data youfeel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly.

Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Use of following supporting material is permitted during examination.
(Mentioned inform No. 205)

1. NIL 2. NIL

UNIT - I
Q.l (a) Explain the key principles of security with suitable example. t8l

(b) What do you understand by active and passive attacks? Explain with suitable

tslexamPle' 

oR

Q.l (a) Differentiatq the 'confusion' and 'diffusion'. Also explain their significance to

make encryption secure. t6l

(b) Explain the parameters and design choices determines real algorithm of Feistel

cipher? Explain Fesitel decryption algorithm. t10l
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UNIT - II
e.2 (a) Explain the importance of one-time initialization process. Describe each steps of

AES algorithm.

(b) What do you

example.

t10l

understand by propagation and nonlinearity? Explain with

t6l

OR

Q.2 (a)

(b)

Q3 (a)

(b)

What is S-box? Why is it important? What are

structure?

Write short note on followings-

(i) Bent Functions with examPle

(ii) Construction of balanced functions

UNIT - III
Explain the working of public key cryptosystem'

Write an RSA Algorithm. In RSA, given N=133 and

find the conesponding private key and public key'

the design criteria in the S-box

t8l

t6l

the encryption KeY (E)=5,

t10l

l4l

l4l

OR

e.3 (a) Explain X.509 standard and what role certificate authority play in it. t8l

(b) Explain the working of Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm with suitable

example. Also explain difficulties in using Diffle-Hellman key exchange

algorithm. t8l

UNIT - IV

e.4 (a) What is massage authentication? Explain massage authentication using a

Message Authentication Code. (MAC.) t8l

(b) Define hash function? Explain working of SHA-512 (Secure Hash Algorithm).[8]
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Q.4 (a)

(b)

OR

Explain important aspects that establishes trust in digital signature. t8l

What is digital signature? Show how signing and verification is done using DSS

t8l
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(Digital Signature Standard).

Q.5 (a) Explain security modes of services in IP security? Erplain each of them.

(b) What is IP Security? Explain the authentication header in detail.

OR

Q.5 Explain following protocols in detail.

Lamport's Hash

Encrypted Key Exchange (KEK)
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(a)

(b)

t8l

t8l

t8l

t8l


